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Like a tiny bird in a big city, Frida Kahlo feels lost and lonely when she arrives in San Francisco with her
husband, the famous artist Diego Rivera. It is the first time she has left her home in Mexico. And Frida wants
to be a painter too.
 
But as Frida begins to explore San Francisco on her own, she discovers more than the beauty, diversity, and
exuberance of America. She finds the inspiration she needs to become one of the most celebrated artists of
all time.
 
Me, Frida is an exhilarating true story that encourages children to believe in themselves so they can make
their own dreams soar.

Praise for Me, Frida
"The writing is lucid, the emotions are universal, and the illustrations soar. Glowing with warm, vibrant
colors, the charcoal and acrylic paintings create distinctive, statuesque people within imaginatively
conceived landscapes, cityscapes, and interiors." –Booklist
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From reader reviews:

Steve Garcia:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information these days can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is in the former life are challenging to be find than now is taking
seriously which one would work to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you find the
unstable resource then you understand it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you.
All those possibilities will not happen within you if you take Me, Frida as your daily resource information.

Thomas Paine:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the spare time or they
will get lot of stress from both daily life and work. So , once we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer may unlimited right. Then ever
try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, the particular book
you have read is usually Me, Frida.

Belinda Fergerson:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book specially book entitled
Me, Frida your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that
maybe mysterious for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a
publication then become one web form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get just before.
The Me, Frida giving you one more experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you
useful data for your better life in this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern the following is
your body and mind are going to be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning an activity. Do
you want to try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Helen McClain:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information from your book. Book is prepared or printed or descriptive from each source in which filled
update of news. With this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for you
actually. From media social like newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book,
book and comic. You can add your understanding by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to open
your book? Or just in search of the Me, Frida when you required it?
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